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hank you for participating in our new series exploring how God
has uniquely made each of us. We are created in His image and
represent various portions of His character. Every person is
important, needed and valued in God’s family & Kingdom. This
series will utilized the Enneagram tool to help us explore how we

are uniquely made and how to be a better disciple and follower of Jesus. Our aim in
this series is to become more self-aware of how God has made us and to be more
intentional and purposeful in our discipleship. Knowing how we were made, how we
function and how we see the world and others; gives us a better understanding of
what intentional discipleship looks like.
This guide will serve as a resource for you for this series. It has two parts. Part 1 will
be a breakdown of each Enneagram type and the key elements we will cover in our
sermon series. Part 2 will be a guide for life group discussions around the enneagram,
spiritual formation and discipleship. I hope this series is a blessing to you. May we
come out praising God even more.

TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S
Enneagram Type 1 – The Reformer
Enneagram Type 2 – The Helper
Enneagram Type 3 – The Achiever
Enneagram Type 4 – The Individualist
Enneagram Type 5 – The Investigator
Enneagram Type 6 – The Loyalist
Enneagram Type 7 – The Enthusiast
Enneagram Type 8 – The Challenger
Enneagram Type 9 – The Peacemaker
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R E F O R M E R

Summary of the Type
The Reformer is a perfectionist. They are idealistic, principled and critical. They see
how things could be and work towards that goal. The Reformer wants things to be
perfect and good in every way. They very easily see flaws because they want the and
work to improve the world around them.

Godly Attributes
They reflect God’s goodness in the world. They embrace and value doing what is
good and right in every situation. They have a high value of morality and goodness.
They live with deep conviction and work to improve the world around them.

Core Desire
To be perfect & good
Strengths
Fairness, Awareness of Goodness &
Conviction
Contributions
Do what is right, even when they
don’t feel like it.
Core Sin
Judgment, Pride & Resentment,
Perfectionistic
Core Fear
Being incorrect or out of control.

Health
When healthy, they are wise,
discerning, realistic, human,
inspiriting, hopeful and truth-telling
Unhealth
When unhealthy, they are
condemning, obsessive about
imperfections, self-righteous,
intolerant and inflexible. Ones often
believe they have to be “good” to
be worthy, so they learn to fight
against anything that looks
imperfect.

Biblical Strengths
Matthew 5:48, Ephesians 4:26, Ones show us God's passion for the way things were meant
to be, before sin entered the world. Ones embody God's longing for perfection. His love of
goodness, rightness, and justice. They help us understand and appreciate the beauty of the
way things were meant to be, before sin entered the world.

Biblical Struggles
Mark 10:18, Grace.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Meditating on God’s word. Making things better.
Upstream: Journaling, Confession & Assurance. Nature Walks.

Scripture Verses
But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still sinners,
Christ died for us. - Romans 5:8
The Lord your God is with you, the Mighty Warrior who saves.
He will take great delight in you; in his love he will no longer rebuke you,
but will rejoice over you with singing.”- Zephaniah 3:17

Loving This Type Well
To love this type better, respect their integrity, take their contributions
seriously, follow the rules with them, keep your promises and agreements
and participate with them in making improvements and reforming.

Why We Need This Type
Type 1’s contributes a hyper-awareness and advocacy of doing what is good
where there is wrong or injustice. They value integrity, justice and
goodness. They strive to do the right thing whenever possible and they are
always ready to contribute to improving something.
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H E L P E R

Summary of the Type
The Helper is relational, generous, and really looks to care for and help others. They
will give of themselves endlessly until they no longer feel appreciated. They can be
insecure, self-unaware and people-pleasing. They are servants. They see needs and
meet them. They are very caring and will run to help you.

Godly Attributes
They model servant leadership. They display Gods heart for service and care for
others. They carry with them unconditional love and will give endlessly. They are very
hospitable, welcoming and see the needs of others and love to meet them.

Core Desire
To feel loved and useful
Strengths
Selflessness
Contributions
Ability to see needs of others and
meet them. They are very helpful..
Core Sin
Pride, Codependency, identify
found in serving, need to be
needed
Core Fear
Being incorrect or out of control.

Health
When healthy, they are difference
makers, altruistic, unselfish, humble,
generous and count it a privilege to
be in the lives of others.
Unhealth
When unhealthy, they are defensive,
manipulative, feel victimized and
become domineering, coercive and
feel entitled. Twos often believe
they're unlovable, so they do things
for people in an attempt to earn
love.

Biblical Strengths
Generosity, Hospitality, Compassion, Care. Twos show us God's deep, powerful, sacrificial
love. Twos give us beautiful representations of God's deep, powerful, sacrificial love. God is
love, and we know God better because we watch Twos love so fiercely and sweetly.

Biblical Struggles
Loving and caring for self, just as loving others.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Hospitality, service, Spiritual friendship
Upstream: Centering Prayer, Fasting

Scripture Verses
Peter said to him, “You shall never wash my feet.” Jesus answered him, “If I do not wash
you, you have no share with me.” John 13:8

Loving This Type Well
To love this type better, express gratitude and appreciation often. Express
interest in their interests and avoid being too critical.

Why We Need This Type
Type 2 contributes hospitality, selflessness and service. They are ready to
help anyone in need. Everyone needs that.
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A C H I E V E R

Summary of the Type
The Achiever is goal oriented, driven and works to achieve great things. They want to make a difference in the world.
They are very competitive and want to know how they can wen. It's all about the victory. It is hard for a 3 to be real
and genuine. They are driven to change the world, but want to show off their best self.

Godly Attributes
They work to achieve the mission of God and are driven for results and progress. They make things happen. They set
goals and work to accomplish those things. They are productive and follow through with intentions.

Core Desire
To be successful, be the winner, be the vest and to
achieve
Strengths
They are not limited to what we see in the world, they
see things that are not. They see things that don’t
exist and they go after the things the world says is
impossible.
Contributions
Drive, goals, ambition, accomplishment,
achievements.
Core Sin
Lying, Deceit, They want others to see them as
successful and they will put on a persona so they look
that way, even when they are struggling, afraid,
ashamed, failing or otherwise.
Core Fear
Being worthless & a failure. If they cannot contribute
or have value added, then what is the point? They will
try to avoid failure at all costs.

Health
When healthy, they are able to be around
all sorts of people of various success
levels. They are able to be at peace and
not need to constantly accomplish.
Driven towards Christ, not selfish
ambitions. Motivated, confident and
inspired. They are able to take a rest away
from work and accomplishment’s
Unhealth
Cannot function around other successful
people. They are never satisfied; their
goals are always a moving target and they
are always upping the game. They turn to
deceit to hold up a persona and get
goals accomplished. They accomplish
things at the expense of their
relationships and well-being. Impatient,
frustrated & have a short fuse. They might
struggle with knowing what they are
feeling. Threes often believe the real
“them” isn't worthy of love and
adoration, so they transform into what
people love.

Biblical Strengths
Generosity, Hospitality, Compassion, Care. Threes show us the image of God's radiance,
His energy, and His ability to inspire change. Threes show us the image of God's hands—
doing work and making a massive impact that changes the world and heals the broken

Biblical Struggles
Loving and caring for self, just as loving others

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Bible Reading Plan, Fixed Hour Prayer
Upstream: Confession of Sin, Social Media Fasts.

Scripture Verses
Psalm 119:21-25 - keep me from lying to myself.
“With God all things are possible. Mark 10:17-27

Loving This Type Well
Tell them you are proud of them, affirm your love for them not based on
their accomplishments, but just for who they are.

Why We Need This Type
Type 3’s are driven to accomplish great things. Their ambition, drive,
success and accomplishments can be great contributors. They are movers
and get things done.
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I N D I V I D U A L I S T

Summary of the Type
The Individualist is artistic, intuitive, self-aware, dramatic and melancholic. They are
very in tune with their own emotions and the emotions of others. They see the world
in terms of beauty, and authentic expression.

Godly Attributes
They can feel the heart of God. They are often unique, creative and embrace and
display creative expressions of worship and life. They are in tune with expressions of
beauty and emotion

Core Desire
To be unique, significant and to
make a difference
Strengths
They are in touch with their
emotions
Contributions
hey highlight beauty and creativity.
Core Sin
Envy This type often looks at
others, compares and suffers from
Jealousy.
Core Fear
Being unnoticed and ordinary.

Health
When healthy, they are able to be around all sorts of
people of various success levels. They are able to
be at peace and not need to constantly accomplish.
Driven towards Christ, not selfish ambitions.
Motivated, confident and inspired. They are able to
take a rest away from work and accomplishment’s
Unhealth
Cannot function around other successful people.
They are never satisfied; their goals are always a
moving target and they are always upping the
game. They turn to deceit to hold up a persona and
get goals accomplished. They accomplish things at
the expense of their relationships and well-being.
Impatient, frustrated & have a short fuse. They
might struggle with knowing what they are feeling.
Fours often believe they aren't special enough to
be worth loving, so they do everything possible to
become unique and special.

Biblical Strengths
Identification and expression of Gods abundant beauty and the beauty of creation. Range &
Depth of Emotion. Creativity in creation. Fours show us God's boundless creativity, His
empathy, and the depth of His feelings.
Fours show us God's boundless creativity, His empathy, and His love of
true authenticity. They help reveal the depth of God's feelings. They see
with the 64-box of emotional crayons instead of everyone else's 16-color
box, and they help describe all the other colors to us

Biblical Struggles
Vulnerability and emotional temperance and control.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Solitude & Journaling
Upstream: Fellowship & Thanksgiving

Scripture Verses
“These things I have spoken to you, that my joy may be in you, and that your joy may be
full.” John 15:11

Loving This Type Well
Affirm their uniqueness and creativity. Give them creative space. Don’t put
them in a box. Appreciate their emotional range. Help them to embrace
their emotions, but not to make decisions from an emotional state.

Why We Need This Type
Type 4’s reflect and express Gods beauty and creativity. They help us to
understand how we are uniquely made by God and they bring deep
introspection and self-awareness to the surface.
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I N V E S T I G A T O R

Summary of the Type
The Investigator is Perceptive, informed, introverted & Detached. They are very analytical and love to dive
into why things are the way they are. Investigators are the pioneers of independent and critical thinking.

Godly Attributes
They are very thoughtful and often think about the bigger picture. They focus in on the details of what make
things work and how to improve them.

Core Desire
To be capable and competent
Strengths
Studious, perceptive, pioneering,
innovative, focused, observant &
curious.
Contributions
Their deep thinking brings a lot to the
table.
Core Sin
Greed & self-preservation, if they are to
generous they will be distracted from
their true focus of deep thinking, so they
self-preserve to be excellent in their
ways.
Core Fear
Being useless, helpless or incapable.
The needs of others could overwhelm
them.

Health
When healthy, they are willing to speak up and
share their contributions and research. They are
willing to challenge thins and speak up for the
issues they see. Just like a Five, God is ever
fascinated with the world He has made—He’s
never bored! When emotionally and spiritually
healthy, Fives are studious, perceptive,
pioneering, innovative, focused, observant,
curious, insightful, objective, understanding,
playful, compassionate, and know how to love
others with their information and knowledge
rather than hide in it. Because they love to
observe, they make wonderful listeners and
counselors.
Unhealth
When unhealthy, they become scattered,
unfocused and prioritize feeling good rather
than diving deeper into understanding systems.
Fives often believe they’re not going to have
enough, so they hide and hoard—and use
knowledge as a tool to create safety.

Biblical Strengths
Healthy fives love to learn, are open-minded and empathetic towards others and therefore can be great at
listening to and understanding others. This can make a healthy 5 a great listener and counselor in a Christlike way.

Biblical Struggles
5s are prone to secrecy and inversion, and sometimes struggle to care or be generous with their time and
attention with others. They must be intentionally generous to avoid being self-absorbed. They also can be
antagonistic and angry at anything that challenges their inner world and vision for how the world should be.
Fives reveal to us the depth of God's wisdom and knowledge
Fives reveal to us the depth of God's wisdom and knowledge—and how
that can be applied to make a huge difference in the world, in our personal
lives, and in our relationship with Him. They help the rest of us unravel
many of God's mysteries with their insight.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Inductive Bible Study & Reading
Upstream: Sharing of themselves & Serving.

Scripture Verses
Deuteronomy 6:4-5 4 Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. 5 Love the Lord your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength.
This verse reminds us that human beings are made to worship God with their whole selves and not just the
mind. Engaging the emotions and the body is necessary for ongoing transformation for Fives
2 Corinthians 3:4-6
4 Such confidence we have through Christ before God. 5 Not that we are competent in ourselves to claim
anything for ourselves, but our competence comes from God. 6 He has made us competent as ministers of
a new covenant—not of the letter but of the Spirit; for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.
Psalm 118:6-7 “The Lord is with me; I will not be afraid. What can man do to me? The Lord is with me; he
is my helper.”

Loving This Type Well
Be curious about their thoughts. They need predictability and clear
expectations. They can feel like a burden to others, so let them know they
are not. Be succinct, direct and honest. Give them the solitude they need to
recharge and respect their energy level.

Why We Need This Type
5’s are deep divers and thinkers into systems, ideas and really anything.
They bring a great level of depth, intelligence and awareness more than the
average person.
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L O Y A L I S T

Summary of the Type
The Loyalist is loyal, committed, a procrastinator and can be fearful. They value being
faithful, reliable, prepared, dutiful, responsible and conscientious.

Godly Attributes
They reflect God’s faithfulness, steadfastness, loyalty and commitment.

Core Desire
To be safe & secure
Strengths
Organized, well-liked, good at
managing resources, great teamplayer, has close friends, a clear
communicator and is detail
oriented and precise.
Contributions
They bring a closeness and
commitment to their relationships
and their loyalty keeps relationships
going.
Core Sin
Anxiety & Worry. This type tends to
be the most anxious about things.
Core Fear
The underlying emotion this type is
trying to overcome is fear.

Health
6’s become independent and
interdependent. They are more at
peace with their relationships and
grow in courage and strength.
Unhealth
6’s become panicky, volatile and
feel inferior. The see themselves as
defenseless and seek out a stronger
authority or belief to resolve all
problems. They become divisive.
Sixes often believe the world is
unsafe and untrustworthy, so they
worry themselves sick trying to
create security for themselves.

Biblical Strengths
Faithfulness, steadfastness, loyalty. They are a stabilizing presence and help ground people
in reality. They are faithful, reliable, hard-working, courageous, secure and affectionate.
Sixes show us God's unwavering faithfulness to His beloved.
Sixes show us God's unwavering faithfulness. Their own steadfast faith
shows us so much about the strength of his resolve—and His loyalty to His
beloved. We can feel safe in our relationship with God, and we can have
even more confidence that He will never leave or forsake us—because we
can see how His image is represented in Sixes.

Biblical Struggles
Trusting others can be difficult. They are naturally suspicious to a fault. They will look to
worldly things for trust and security. They can easily be anxious or panicky and have a
harder time with trust.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Singing & Journaling, Meditating on Gods Word
Upstream: Scripture Memory & Fasting

Scripture Verses
1 Peter 5:6-7 6 Humble yourselves, therefore, under God’s mighty hand, that he may lift
you up in due time. 7 Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.
1 John 4:18 18 There is no fear in love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to
do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect in love

Loving This Type Well
Be reliable and a constant source of security and support. Be an encourager
and affirming. They need positivity and support to work through their
anxiety. They need reassurance in conflict.

Why We Need This Type
6’s can be some of the best friends and companions we could have. They
are loyal, loving and very discerning.
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E N T H U S I A S T

Summary of the Type
The Enthusiast is Joyful, Enthusiastic, Scattered, Entertaining, Uninhibited and manic. This type is fun and
enjoys sharing that fun with others. Their primary pursuit is pleasure and enjoyable experiences. They want
to be satisfied. They are visionary, excited and very extroverted. They are also spontaneous and distractible.

Godly Attributes
They reflect the love, joy, celebration and excitement of God.

Core Desire
To be free, satisfied and to have their needs met.
They also desire constant stimulation.
Strengths
They are able to find and bring joy into any situation.
Contributions
They are versatile, resilient, optimistic, positive, and
believe in what people cannot see. They inspire
people. They can pick up things quickly and are often
strategic thinkers. They strategize how to experience
pleasure and avoid pain.
Core Sin
Pleasure & Gluttony. They want so bad to be happy
and fulfilled that they will turn to sinful consumption
of experiences, substances, relationships or anything
else.
Core Fear:
Being deprived of joy or pleasure. Being trapped in a
cage. Being in pain. They try to avoid negative
emotions. Many 7’s carry with them a painful
childhood memory that fuels their desire to be
without pain and to pursue pleasure.

Health
When healthy they engage in fun and make life
more joyful for themselves and others. They are
excitable, spontaneous, curious, optimistic,
eager, outgoing, adventurous, talkative
appreciative, bountiful, thoughtful, versatile,
receptive, grateful, passionate, celebratory and
satisfied, content and at peace. They also move
more to be like the 5 and grow in deeper
introspection and reflection and stability.
Unhealth
Unhealthy 7’s look for escape and avoid pain.
They get very black and white and cynical. They
look to anything they can to bring them pleasure
and to escape pain. Sevens often believe that
anything that takes away their freedom is going
to destroy them. So they run away.

Biblical Strengths
They celebrate people and embrace their brokenness in order to be like Christ and
experience healing. They are very hospitable and welcoming of all sorts of people.
Sevens are an embodiment of God's wild and adventurous spirit.
Sevens are an embodiment of God's wild and adventurous spirit. We don't
often think of this as part of God—but it's such an amazing gift. Our God is
wild and wants to call us onto a wondrous adventure, and we know that
because we see it in Sevens.

Biblical Struggles
Pain, brokenness and difficult situations are hard to handle.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Celebration & Community
Upstream: Solitude & Silence.

Scripture Verses
“These things I have spoken to you, that my joy may be in you, and that your joy may be
full.” John 15:11
“I have learned to be content with all I have”. - Apostle Paul.
Galatians 5: fruit of the spirit is self control.

Loving This Type Well
Appreciate and value their enthusiasm and desire to bring fun to a
situation. Be aware that they will try and avoid negative emotions and help
them to process these when needed. Appreciate their enthusiasm and
affirm them when they engage with pain. Join in the fun.

Why We Need This Type
They bring life, passion, excitement and joy. They help us to gather
together to celebrate and be united. They are fun, easy going and good to
have around. They are also very versatile.
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C H A L L E N G E R

Summary of the Type
The Challenger is Confident, decisive, just and a strong leader. They are energized by conflict and are reluctant to
admit their faults. The see how things could be better and they enjoy challenging the way things are. They are
very confrontational, but only see themselves as speaking truth where and when it is needed.

Godly Attributes
They are steadfast and not easily moved. Like Jesus challenges the religious leaders and hypocrites, 8’s love to call
people out and challenge them where there is injustice taking place

Core Desire
To be in control and not be controlled.
Strengths
They want to see the world be a place
filled with justice. They move from their gut
and stand up against oppression and social
issues. They wont ignore bad or unjust
things, they will call them out.
Contributions
They will address issues head on and
communicate very directly. They will
confront any issues.
Core Sin
Lust. They desire more power and more
control and they will do whatever they
need to get that.
Core Fear: Being exposed for who they
really are and having their inadequacy’s
and faults seen.

Health
When healthy they lead others to get things done. They get people
to work hard together to make progress. We need direct leaders to
influence others to get things done. They are clear and direct and
want to see change.
They can be protective of the vulnerable. They can have a rough
exterior but have a soft core. Healthy 8’s need to be in support of
tenderness and mercy. They need to work at these things.
Unhealth
Unhealthy 8’s - use power to dominate others and to get things done
their way. They are ready to step on others to get their way. They
also avoid being vulnerable. They avoid sharing what is really going
on, they are closed of and don’t want to share or let others in. They
put walls up. They can be forceful, insensitive or combative.
8’s are relationally clueless. They don’t see how their words,
decisions and choices affect others. They miss the subtle nuances of
people’s faces. An 8 is so self-absorbed they can’t see others.
They don’t value other people’s contributions, meetings, opinions
etc. They think their thing is the best and everything else is a waste
of time.
Whenever you try and speak into their life and give correction, they
reject it and don’t want to be controlled. Eights often believe if
they’re weak, they’ll be controlled. So they force their own control on
others and refuse to be vulnerable.

Biblical Strengths
Speaks up against injustice like the prophets. Eights are amazing displays of God's raw
power and His ability to protect us.
Eights are amazing displays of God's raw power. We see him as a roaring
lion, and we know it a little more clearly because of Eights. They're God's
promise to us that he is able to protect us—and that He will. And he often
does it through Eights.

Biblical Struggles
Kindness, gentleness, grace & Mercy

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Justice & Compassion
Upstream: Accountability & Confession

Scripture Verses
James 2:13 “There will be no mercy for those who have not shown mercy to
others. But if you have been merciful God will be merciful when he judges you.
James 3:17 - Wisdom from above is pure, peace, loving, gentle at all times and
“WILLING TO YIELD TO OTHERS.”
So to keep me from becoming conceited because of the surpassing greatness of the
revelations, a thorn was given me in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to harass me, to keep
me from becoming conceited ...” 2 Corinthians 12:7-10

Loving This Type Well
Notice and affirm when they are tender, compassionate and sweet. Be
direct with them. Stand up for yourself with them, don’t let them dominate.
Be very clear. Help them to speak up in gentles and appreciate their
assertive nature.

Why We Need This Type
We need people who will call out sin, brokenness and injustice. We need
people who will speak up and rally together others for a great movement.
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P E A C E M A K E R

Summary of the Type
The Peacemaker is peaceful, desires to avoid conflict and is reassuring, complacent & neglectful. This type values
peace, harmony, unity, and wholeness. Life is about bringing people together and begin at peace personally and
interpersonally. They tend to go with the flow and want to avoid rocking the boat. They don’t want to assert
themselves out of fear of conflict.

Godly Attributes
They reflect God’s peace, comfort and reassuring presence. They desire to bring peace where there is conflict
and they see value to all the sides.
Core Desire
To have inner stability and peace of mind.
Strengths
They are calm, collected and have an ability to
defuse conflict with ease. They have a wide
circle of acquaintances and are generally liked
by most people.
Contributions
They are a great friend and companion to have.
They are easy going, go with the flow and are
fairly even tempered. They see value in all sides
of conflict and have a tough time choosing the
best option or the winner.
Core Sin: Being a sloth. This is not a physical
laziness, but a relational negligence. They tend
to check out emotionally. Out of fear of conflict
they hesitate to make big decisions ore to be
ambitious. More sins of omission rather than
commission.
Core Fear
Loss of separation.

Health
In Health, 9’s are deeply receptive, accepting,
unselfconscious and emotionally stable. They
are trusting of themselves and others with ease.
They are patient, good-natured and a genuinely
nice person. They are optimistic, supportive
and are good at harmonizing groups and
bringing people together.
Unhealth
In unhealth they feel unable to face their
problems, they become separated from people
in order to avoid conflicts. They are neglectful.
They grow numb and separated from others.
They have not motivation and do not pursue
anything. They are overwhelmed by conflict and
immovable. Nines often believe conflict will
destroy their relationships, so they do
everything possible to NEVER start a conflict.
Even at their own expense.

Biblical Strengths
9’s reflect Gods peace, comfort and reassuring presence. They are able to resolve conflict
and to see how things fit together and harmonize. Nines show us God’s passion for peace,
restoration, and intense connection Nines show us the peace of God. His unending and
unfailing shalom, which He offers to us freely and abundantly. We see it in Nines, who are
able to make peace out of almost any situation—and make anyone feel at home.

Biblical Struggles
9’s struggle to be passionate and motivated for themselves and they tend to be so focused
on others that they are unsure of their true self.

Spiritual Practices
Downstream: Nature Walks: Peacemaking:
Upstream: Fixed-Hour Prayer: Bible-Reading Plan:

Scripture Verses
“Rather, speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way into him who is the
head, into Christ,” Ephesians 4:15
John 16:33 “I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world
you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.”
Philippians 4:7 “And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.”

Loving This Type Well
Remind them that their voice and opinion matters. Take initiative with them.
Affirm them when they meet their goals and encourage them towards the
next step. Help them to form their own identity.

Why We Need This Type
9s are agents of God’s love and peace that can help bring right relationship
and healing to broken or damaged relationships. They can be a great
source of positive energy and a light to those around them. They also bring
a temperance to our chaotic world.

